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Debra Day, Tax Auditor Agent 
William Bower, Tax Audit Manager 
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5 “W’s & H” of 
Who 
What 
Where 
When 
Why 
How Long and How to Complete 
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A sales tax audit is 
A formal review of a business taxpayer’s sales and sales 

tax returns to confirm: 

Exempt sales have been properly documented  
Example:  blanket/unit certificate 

Exemption Certificates can be found at: 
 http:www.tax.ohio.gov/Forms.aspx   

Sales tax has been properly collected from 
customers and remitted to the State of Ohio 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A sales tax audit is a formal review of a taxpayer’s sales history to ensure:All taxable sales have been taxedAll sales tax collected has been remitted to the StateR.C. 5739.02 – requires a vendor to collect sales tax and provides for allowed exemptionsR.C. 5739.01 – defines those sales that are taxableRetail sales of tangible personal propertyCertain enumerated services; common taxable services includeRepair of tangible personal propertyInstallation of tangible personal propertySnow removal servicesLandscaping servicesBuilding maintenance/janitorial servicesR.C. 5739.03 – requires a vendor to remit the sales tax collected or obtain a fully completed exemption certificateIf a sale has been exempted, Exemption certificates are available but must be fully completed.Exemption certificates may be in either paper or electronic formThe common exemption certificates used are the Unit and Blanket exemption forms, but Streamlined Sales Tax Agreement provides for one also.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unit exemption certificates exempt a single sale; whereas,Blanket exemption certificates exempt the current sale and all future sales (continuing claim of exemption)For an exemption certificate to be fully completed it must have:The vendor’s name and addressThe purchaser’s name and addressThe purchaser’s identification number (if any)The purchaser’s type of businessThe reason for exemptionThe purchaser’s signatureExemption certificates are to be retained indefinitely, even if customer no longer makes purchases.  What about exemption certificates previously marked as “Allowed” by the state but are now “NOT Fully Completed”.If a taxpayer is currently under audit for exemption certificates previously “Allowed”, the Department’s policy is to allow the invalid certificates up to the date of auditor’s current review with the stipulation that all future sales are taxable unless/until a new fully completed exemption certificate is found.If an exemption certificate has not been previously reviewed and/stamped stamped, the taxpayer must obtain a new one; otherwise it will be stamped as “Disallowed” and the sale will be deemed a taxable error in the audit.
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Sales tax audits normally encompass the most current three 
years unless; 

The audit is for failure to remit sales tax collected – audit 
will include all periods non remitted 

 Sales tax is a trust tax; therefore if a sales audit liability exists 
a Concurrent Responsible Party assessment will also be 
generated 

 Stiff penalties also apply to sales audits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If a vendor has collected but not remitted sales tax, the audit period will encompass all periods not filed.Since sales tax is a trust tax, the individual owners/officers/individuals responsible for filing the returns will also be assessed.Penalties applied to sales audits are hefty – 50% for non-remittance of a trust tax.Though penalties are “discretionary”, per Information Release 2001-02, a 50% penalty is also imposed on sales audit where a taxpayer fails to remit sales tax collected from customers.
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 A use tax audit is: 
A formal review of a business taxpayer’s purchase history 

to ensure: 
  

 
Sales tax has been properly charged and paid on all 

taxable purchases, or 
If sales tax was not properly charged, 
Use tax has been self-accrued and paid to the State 

Use tax audits normally encompass the most current three 
years unless; 

Taxpayer has not filed use tax returns, then audit will 
encompass 7 years 

Use tax audits will not have a Concurrent Responsible Party 
Assessment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A use tax audit is a formal review of a taxpayer’s purchase history to ensure:All taxable purchases have been taxedIf a taxable purchase has not been taxed, then use tax has been self-accrued and remitted to the StateR.C. 5741.02 – stipulates that a tax is due on the storage, use, or consumption of tangible personal property or if the benefit of a service has been realized in Ohio.Why would a vendor not charge sales tax or a purchaser not want sales tax charged at the time of saleDepending on the taxpayer’s industry, exemption for certain purchases may exist and sales tax should not be paidWith the advent of the internet and remote sales, a taxpayer can purchase items from virtual reality and vendors cannot be held to understand the laws of every jurisdiction.  Sellers that do not have physical nexus with the State of Ohio , they are not legally required to charge Ohio sales tax to an Ohio customer.The responsibility always lies with the end consumer and how an item is used/consumed.
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Representing the Department 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Representing the taxpayer 
 
  
 

 
Taxpayer 
Outside Representation 

Lead tax auditor 
Additional staff 
Auditor’s manager 
Additional staff if needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Auditors will inform taxpayer as to how many Department staff will be coming for the audit.  If an auditor is new to a taxpayer’s type of industry or a “younger” agent is the lead auditor, there may be a need for the lead auditor to bring a senior agent or their manager with them.Sometimes an audit “team” is assembled due to the size of a company and complexity of review to be completed.Expect that the lead auditor is the point person for all discussion and the other team members will filter their questions through the lead auditor.If as the taxpayer, you request the auditor to speak directly to your tax representative , or if as a tax practitioner, you call the auditor, you will be informed that the a TBOR-1 form needs completed otherwise the auditor is not permitted to discuss the details of the audit with the tax representative.The form must be completed by the taxpayer and it is valid for one year or through another specified date.The auditor will ask who is the taxpayer point person to direct all correspondence and questions.
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The “Audit” Lottery 

Taxpayer’s filing history and/or lack thereof 

A recent law change 
The industry your company is in and the confusion regarding 
application of the law 

Manufacturing  
Construction 
Service Providers, including 
Doctors and dentists 
Veterinarians 

Every taxpayer has an equal opportunity to have their 
sales/use tax filing history reviewed every three years 

Refund requests 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Department has no one specific reason for why a taxpayer is selected for audit.  Any number of “red flags” can promulgate a company being selected for audit.  There are too many to list; but, some of the more common reasons are:A change to our laws or the rendering of a court opinion that has far reaching implications:Examples are when landscaping became a taxable serviceWhen the Funtime court case was decided with regards to the application of business fixture rulesThe repeal of the “tangible personal property to aid in the making of a retail sale” – grocery carts became taxableLaws regarding specific industries are often confusing and are often misapplied:In construction, what is deemed a material that may be purchased exempt vs. what is deemed a consumable/tool that is always taxableIn manufacturing, are safety supplies required by OSHA exempt or noFor service providers, items consumed in the performance of their service are taxable purchases often not properly taxedi. For example, a janitorial company washes the tile flooring as part of the monthly cleaning service.  The shampoo used to wash the floor is consumed by the janitor and therefore a taxable purchase to the service providerFiling History:Vendors making retail sales of tangible personal property and/or providing on of a number of services enumerated in our R.C. are required to collect sales tax and remit it to the State (sales tax owed on either a monthly of semi-annual basis)Any consumer (either an individual or company) consuming taxable tangible personal property or a taxable service in the State of Ohio is required to self-assess for any sales tax not collected by the vendor at the time of sale (consumer’s use tax is owed either monthly or quarterly)Refund requests assigned to the audit division for review will include the auditor reviewing the taxpayer’s other taxes.  If the taxpayer is requesting refund of taxes erroneously paid to the State, the Department is going to ensure that all other taxes legally owed to the State have been paid.If a refund is assigned to the audit division, the refund is treated as another audit assignment and will completed in the same manner as a regular sales/use tax audit assignment.A refund does not mean that the taxpayer will automatically be audited; but, REMEMBER: “Make sure your house is in order before welcoming attention to it”.
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1st Contact 
Telephone Call 
Audit Commencement Letter 

Preliminary meeting 
Explain the audit in detail 

Preliminary Deficiency Listing Review 
Final Review Meeting, including  

Recommendation of Assessment 
Letter of Confirmation 

Assessment 

Record Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Auditor’s first formal contact with the taxpayer will with a  formal notification letter, the “Audit Commencement Letter”But, you may hear from the auditor prior to the letter coming via a telephone call.Accompanying the “Audit Commencement Letter” will be the following:Taxpayer bill of rightsForms to be completedRequest for records sent to us prior to the preliminary meetingListing of records to be made available for our record reviewDate stipulating when our preliminary meeting will be (usually 2 to 4 weeks from our preliminary phone call)Record review will entail reviewing all applicable records necessary to complete the auditSales recordsPurchase invoicesConstruction contractsThe list goes on and onDeficiency listingsAuditor will compile deficiency listing in Excel for any items found to be not taxed properly – “Taxable Errors”Our goal is minimize the number of interruptions during our review,Provide you with one listing of all of our tax determinations including all items we questionThe auditor’s goal is to be as efficient as possible in gathering/compiling our audit recommendations to give the taxpayer as much time to review the listings/findingsThe assessment process is too extensive to explain here but, remember the auditor is making recommendations for assessment and taxpayer’s retain their rights throughout the assessment process to appeal any of the auditor’s findings.
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Preliminary meeting 
Conducted at taxpayer’s facility because  

Facility tour will need taken, if necessary 
 
Record review 

At Taxpayer’s facility, or 
At Tax Reps office (whichever is more convenient), or 
If records are available electronically, remote review work 

 
Preliminary and Final Reviews 

In person at either Taxpayer’s facility, or 
At Tax Reps office 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember:Auditors understand tax law, you as the taxpayer understand your business – a gap in this knowledge base exists.The goal of the preliminary meeting and facility tour is to bridge this gap so that the auditor is able to make accurate tax determinations regarding your sales/purchasesIf working at the taxpayer’s/rep’s office,Auditors have their own laptopsAuditors have their own internet connectionsAsk only for reasonable accommodations to power“Do you put the auditor in the dingy, dirty, sweatbox or in the plush, opulent executive offices” – How about somewhere in between.The Department realizes and understands that the advent of the electronic age makes remote record review more appealing and will work with the taxpayer to make the audit process as efficient as possible.
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 It Depends….. 

Sales audits require the allowance of 120-days to obtain a full-
completed exemption certificate or letter of usage should the 
original be denied 

All audits take time to review records and compile deficiency 
listings 

A waiver may need to be executed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An audit can take anywhere from 6 months to 6 years to complete.Auditors have between 12 to 25 audits in their inventory at any one time, each with their own issues and deadlines.Taxpayers have their own obligations and business needs.Auditors strive to be as efficient as possible, but delays occur.A key component to being efficient in the audit is the use of the Audit Plan1.  Auditors are required to complete an audit plan at or near the beginning of an audit.  The auditor should ask and incorporate into this audit plan “blackout dates” – or times/dates taxpayer is unavailableAsk for the audit plan to understand your responsibilities/deliverable dates as a taxpayerThe complexity of a taxpayer’s accounting system and the number and types of records to be reviewed may lead to delays or extend the time needed to complete the audit.Once an audit is started, the beginning audit period will likely not change, especially if a liability exists; but, if returns have been filed, a statute exists which requires that the assessment be generated within a specified period of time.  If the audit cannot be completed and the assessment amount be determined prior to the expiration of this statute, the law allows for the statute to be extended through the execution of a waiverWaivers may be utilized because of the following:Per R.C. 5739.16, an assessment cannot be generated against a vendor or consumer more than four years after the return date in which the sale or purchase was made, unless…A vendor has failed to remit sales tax collected or a consumer has failed to file their return.  Sales tax is a trust tax and will be audited as far back as the non-remittance has occurred.  Consumer use tax will be audited for non-filing for a retroactive period of seven years, per R.C. 5703.58.
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Sales Audits 
Review of Returns 
Review of Exemption Certificates 
120-day Letter Process 

 
Use Audits 

Capital 
Expenses 
Other Transactions 

Leases 
Credit Cards (P-cards, A-cards) 
Prepaids 
Journal Entries 
Brokered Natural Gas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sales audits Tax collected will be reviewed to ensure it was properly collected and timely remitted to StateExempt sales will be reviewed to determine if the sale is properly exemptedExemption certificates will be reviewed to determine if they are fully completedIf an exemption certificate is denied:Is the consumer still exempt by nature (the government, a church, a 501(c)(3) organization) the sale can be exempted for audit purposesFor all remaining sales not properly exempted, taxpayer is given the opportunity to obtain a new fully completed exemption certificate or a letter of usageUse auditsThe standard process is to review major groupings of purchases, including,CapitalExpensesOther purchases, including credit cards, prepaids, journal entries, brokered natural gas
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The following items are requested of all sales/use tax audits: 
Chart of Accounts 
Trial Balances 
Organizational Structures/Chart 

Sales audits may also include a request for returns 
 
Use audit may also include a request for capital acquisition 
listings 

 

All Sales/Use Tax audits are completed electronically 
A complete copy of the file is available via Secure File Transfer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most if not all audits, whether sales or use, will need the following provided:Chart of accountsTrial BalancesOrganizational structureSales audits may also include a request for sales tax returns.Use audits will include a request capital asset acquisitions.Audit files are completed electronically, therefore do not be surprised when the auditor will ask for information electronically with a preference to the data being in Excel format or a format easily convertible to Excel.
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Methodologies to review the data include: 
Comprehensive Review 
Block Sampling 
Statistical Sampling 
Probe Sampling 

 

Liquor Mark-ups 
 
Quick Service Restaurants 

 
Bars and Restaurants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard methodologies utilized to conduct audits include:Comprehensive review – the most accurate but very time consuming and potentially inefficientBlock sampling –accurate through the use of a sample but more time efficientStatistical sampling – more accurate than block sampling but less than comprehensiveProbe sampling – used to determine if a more thorough review needs completed on a set of dataFor any type of sampling, an agreement to its effect will need executed.Special review methods exist for sales audits of:Retail convenient stores – process whereby a taxpayer’s purchases are marked-up to retail for to-go sales of beer, wine, cigarettes, other tobacco products, and taxable sundries.  Auditors utilize a taxpayer’s purchase history, z-tapes, vendor invoices, and retail price lists to determine if a taxpayer has collected and remitted the proper amount of sales tax to the State of Ohio.Quick service restaurants – process whereby a taxpayer’s exempt sales are reviewed to determine accuracy and completeness per the information reported on their sales tax returns.  Auditors utilize a test-check process which entails onsite observations to determine if a food sale is consumed on or off premise and if the sales clerk asks “For Here” or “To Go”.Bars and restaurants – process whereby a taxpayer’s purchases are marked-up to retail for on premise liquor sales/consumption.  Auditors utilize a taxpayer’s purchase history and other data such as z-tapes, vendor invoices, pricing lists, happy hour pricing  to determine if a taxpayer has collected and remitted the proper amount of sales tax to the State of Ohio. 
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Ask for and stick to the audit plan 

If an audit liability exists: 
Penalty 
Interest 
Concurrent Responsible Party Assessment 

Don’t ignore deadlines given by the auditor 
 
Don’t ignore written correspondence from the State 
regarding your audit assessment 

Watch for “Pitfalls” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If an audit liability exists, auditors are required to include (again these should be discussed at the preliminary meeting and not be a surprise to the taxpayer at the end of the audit):Penalty, which is earned via a taxpayer’s compliance For sales audits, the penalty ranges from 0 to 50% because sales tax is a trust taxFor use audits, the penalty ranges from 0 to 15% (but if taxpayer is not registered a minimum 5% penalty automatically applies)Interest, which is statutory (5 to 9% simple interest)Concurrent Responsible Party Assessment of the owners/officersPitfalls:“I thought my customer was exempt; therefore I didn’t charge them sales tax”“I pay sales tax on everything I purchase”“Arent’ my vendors always supposed to charge me sales tax”3. It should go without saying but don’t put your “Tax Head” in the sand.  The audit will not go away if ignored; it will only prolong the process.4.  Remember:  Once an audit is assessed, a missed deadline will NOT be extended and the taxpayer will NOT receive any relief in appeals for a missed deadline.
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 The Key to a Successful Sales/Use Tax Audit 

Keep the lines of COMMUNICATION open with the auditor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key to any successful audit is to always keep the lines of communication open.Expect your auditor to timely communicate with you on all relevant issues, and provide your auditor with the same consideration.



What to Expect During a Sales/Use 
Tax Audit 
Questions? 

 
Debra Day, Tax Auditor Agent 

debra.day@tax.state.oh.us 
614-800-3950 

 
 

William Bower, Tax Audit Manager 
william.bower@tax.state.oh.us 

614-387-2039 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Links to code sections discussed in presentation:R.C. 5703.58:  http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/5703.58R.C. 5739.01:  http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/5739.01R.C. 5739.02:  http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/5739.02R.C. 5739.01:  http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/5739.03R.C. 5739.16:  http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/5739.16R.C. 5741.02:  http://codes.ohio.gov/orc/5741.02Penalty Information Release:  http://www.tax.ohio.gov/communications/information_releases/g200102.aspx
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